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Summary 
Between January emd March 1993 West Yorkshire Archaeology Service was contracted by 
Samuel Smiths Old Brewery to carry out trial excavations on a proposed development site to 
the rear of Shann House in Tadcaster. The site was situated between Westgate, Kirkgate and 
the remains of the medieval vicarage, close to cm area of known Roman activity, in the heart 
of what is believed to be the area of earliest medieval settlement Two trial trenches were 
excavated to reveal deposits containing 13th to 14th-centttry pottery, some of which had 
been disturbed by later activity. There was no evidence of Roman activity in the area. The 
archaeological deposits behind Shann House appear to lie at a depth of at least Im and it is 
supposed that there would be onfy minor archaeological implications for the landscaping 
scheme that is proposed 

1. Introduction 
During the months of January to March 1993 the West Yorkshire Archaeology Service was 
contracted by Samuel Smiths Old Brewery to carry out a series of archaeological trial trench 
evaluations on three proposed development sites in the town of Tadcaster, North Yorkshire. 
Four trial trenches (Trenches 8-11) were excavated to evaluate the site in advance of 
proposed development. 

Tadcaster (SE485435) is situated on the A64 road, about 10 miles south-west of York. The 
town's origins are essentially based upon the exploitation of the immediately abundant 
natural elements, stone and water, as well as it being a principal bridging point of the River 
Wharf̂ e. 

In addition to being a route centre, Tadcaster as a commercial centre has developed around 
its quarrying and brewing industries. The westem part of the town lies upon deposits of 
Upper Magnesian Limestone, which have been quarried from several outcrops around the 
town, possibly since Roman times. The combination of limestone overlying Middle Permian 
marl clays has resulted in vast subterranean reservoirs of mineral rich water which, through 
artesian wells, has been brought to the surface to serve the brewing industry. 

The nucleus ofthe town is situated on the west bank, where the undulating limestone 
topography lies at about 30m OD; whereas the flatter boulder clay deposits around the 
eastem part of the town rarely rise above 15m OD. The limestone soils on the westem side 
of the river tend to be brown calcareous earths, though elsewhere there are discrete areas of 
glacial sands and gravels associated with outcrops of Lower Red Sandstone, and alluvium in 
tiie low lying areas of the flood plain. On the lower eastem side ofthe river the geology 
comprises morrainic drift along the valley terraces and boulder clay. The resultant soils are 
silty clays, with poor drdnage giving rise to some peat areas (Bartiey 1962; Ordnance 
Survey 1974). 

2. Historical Background 
The history of Tadcaster has commanded considerable attention from travellers, antiquarians 
and local historians through the ages. Their observations, findings and resultant 
interpretations, up to the begirming of the twentieth century, have been compiled and 
published in some detail (Bogg 1904; Page 1907-13; Speight 1902 & 1905). The town has 
been the subject of small scale research and investigation on an irregular basis over the last 



eight decades. Nevertheless, despite the known documentary and archaeological evidence, 
the nature and extent of Tadcaster's eariy development remains obscure. The threat of urban 
redevelopment on a large scale prompted an assessment of the town's archaeological 
priorities and needs in the 1970s (Tyler n.d.). This requirement is once more being 
considered in the light of more recent evidence by a comprehensive assessment of 
Tadcaster's archaeological potential (Roberts in prep.). 

2.1 The Prehistoric Period 
A considerable quantity of prehistoric finds suggest early activity in the Tadcaster area. In 
view of the proximity of the Neolithic/Bronze Age henge at Newton Kyme, 2km up the river 
valley, such activity might be expected. A number of flint artefacts, axes, a palstave and a 
socketed celt, the majority of likely Bronze Age date, are known. However, many of these 
artefacts have no provenance and are no longer extant 

2.2 The Roman Period 
In Roman times Tadcaster was known as Calcaria, in reference to it as a source of 
limestone. Tadcaster was certainly an integral part of quite a complex Roman landscape in 
the hinterland of York (Eboracum). Roman villas are knoAvn at Dalton Pari ours and Kirby 
Wharfe, and tiiere was a Roman fort at Newton Kyme. The complexities of the Roman road 
network to the west of Tadcaster has been discussed by Ramm (1976). The river crossing 
point at Tadcaster was a focus for south-west to north-east routes leading to York, the 
principal routes being Margary's roads 28b and 72b, coming from Castieford and Ilkley 
respectively (Margary 1957). The route of the Roman road through the modem town is far 
from certain. However, it is generally accepted (though the evidence is circumstantial) that it 
ran from Station Road, between the church and castie, to a ford at the river. The nature ofthe 
Roman presence in Tadcaster is not clear. The majority of the known provenanced finds, 
mainly pottery and coins, have come from the castie earthworks and in the general vicinity to 
the north of Westgate. Excavations behind the 'Old Fleece' (Whyman 1989) encountered 
deposits of broadly Roman date and some possible stmctures. It is likely that Roman activity 
was centred in this area, possibly protecting the river crossing, though as yet there is no firm 
evidence for a fort or fortiet. 

2.3 The Saxon Period 
There is a reasoned etymological argument for the continuation of settiement at Tadcaster 
into the immediate post-Roman period. The name Kaelcacaestir was used by Bede in the 7th 
century. It is thought to be directiy derived from the Roman Calcaria, with a suffix caestir, 
providing the l i t ^ meaning 'limestone place and/or fortified town'. However, by the late 
Saxon period the 'kaelca' element was replaced by the personal name 'Tada' (Smith 1961). 
By the 11th century there was obviously a quite large settiement at Tadcaster. The 
Anglo-Saxon Chronicle relates how King Harold drew up his levies and moored his fleet 
here before marching to fight the battie of Stamford Bridge in 1066 (Garmonsway 1972), 
whilst in 1086 the Domesday Book alludes to a sizeable manor worth 40s before 1066, twice 
as much as many of the surrounding settiements. (Faull and Stinson 1986). 

Tan^ble evidence for occupation in this period is rare. Some possible Anglian pottery and 
potential grubenhduser (sunken floored houses) have been identified to the nortii of 
Westgate (Whyman 1989X though otherwise the evidence is restricted to a few lOth-century 
coins of King Olaf of Northumbria. Earthworics recorded in the last century (Ordnance 



Survey 1849) may feasibly represent the defences of Saxon or Danish burhs, though such a 
notion remains to be confirmed. 

2.4 The Medieval Period 
The eariiest settiement nucleus was probably focused on the northem quarter of the present 
town, around the motte and bailey castie and the church. The castie, an eariy stronghold of 
the Percy family, may well have been superimposed upon an eariier Roman fortified site. 
Large amounts of Roman pottery and building materids have been recovered from the motte 
and peripheral earthwork banks (Ramm 1966). However, no fonnal investigations of the 
castie have been made and its form and date remain conjecmral. On the face of it the present 
remains seem to conform to the classic model of a late 1 Ith-century motte and bailey castie. 
Today there is no evidence that the castie ever had a stone phase, though the possibility of a 
shell keep recorded by Clarke (1889), and the tradition that the medieval bridge was built 
using stone from the castie (Toulmin Smith 1964) alludes to something more than a mere 
eartii and timber stmcture. 

The church, immediately to the south-east of the castie, dates to the late 1 Ith/eariy 12th 
century. It is documented as having being destroyed in the Scots raids of 1318 and the 
present remains are essentially 15th cenmry. Due to flooding the church was totally 
dismantied in the late 19th cenmry, when evidence of its early form came to light (Fowler 
1875). The earliest vicar is recorded in 1290, commensurate with the eariiest phases of the 
town's medieval vicarage, to the west of Kirkgate (Wrathmell 1989). In addition there was a 
12th-cenmry hospital in the vicinity of the church, and a later chantry chapel on the eastem 
side of the river, which is believed to have been near the bridge. 

Apart from the documentary record there is very littie definite evidence for the layout of the 
medieval town. The town was obviously significant in its proximity to York and the Great 
North Road, for both road and river transport and trade. There are several references to 
transporting stone by river in the 13th and Mth cenmries, implying formal wharves and 
moorings. The town is known to have possessed a charter for a market and a fair and 
possessed three water mills by the 13th cenmry and at least two breweriesAinns by the Mth 
century. 

With the present level of infonnation the best hypothesis for the medieval town's 
development would see Kirkgate, a wide thoroughfare leading firom the church and castie to 
the main road and bridge, as the principal 'market' street in the early medieval town. As 
Tadcaster's commercial existence came to rely more and more on its fimction as a coaching 
station, rather than a seat of power for the Percy's, so the focus of the town seems to have 
moved. In the later medieval period it essentially comprised High Street and Bridge Street on 
the westem side of the river, and Commercial Street on the eastem side. Whether the town 
possessed defences at any stage is unclear. Certainly the earthworks shown on early m^s 
(see above) could equally have medieval origins as Saxo-Danish ones. 

2.5 Post-Medieval Period to 1650 
A map dated 1611, and a comprehensive survey and map dated 1613, held in the Petworth 
Collection (West Sussex Record Office), provide a detailed layout of the township in the 
eariy 17th century. The town itself is portrayed as an essentially linear settiement on the 
High Street-Commercial Street axis. The castie (or manor) has not existed for some time and 
the only important buildings shown on the maps are the church and vicarage. 



Tadcaster had strategic importance during the Civil War and thus played a significant part at 
times. The main incident occurred in 1642 when Fairfax's Pariiamentarians defended tiie 
westem part of the town against Newcastie's Royalists attacking from the east. A trench 
associated with this defence was purported to have mn parallel to the river bank from the 
bridge to the churchyard up until the mid 19th cenmry ^ogg 1904); whilst certain earthwork 
anomalies on the castie site have been attributed to other defensive measures at this time 
(Ramm 1968). 

3. The Proposed Development Site (Fig.l) 
The properties on the sites of 4-8 KGgh Street were demolished in the early 1960s. They 
originally constimted three linear properties, or burgage plots; part of a continuous sequence 
on both sides of High Street and Bridge Street, that have their origins in the medieval period. 
The concentration of properties off the main streets mnning up to the bridge is clearly 
portrayed on the town maps of 1611 and 1613. The property boundaries of these plots has 
been somewhat curtailed by recent developments in the town; however, they are clearly seen 
on the eariy 25" Ordnance Survey map (1891). This shows these plots, or tenements, on the 
north side of High Street mnning back for a distance of about 60m; to a point that may mark 
the original extent of the early medieval town (where the plots mn east-west from Kirkgate). 
Should such a hypothesis be correct, and the extent of Roman activity is confined to the 
castie area, then any archaeological deposits on the site of 4-8 High Street are unlikely to be 
eariier than the 12th/13th cenmries. 

4. Evaluation Strategy 
The proposed development involves the re-establishment of properties on the frontage of 
High Street. There being no intention to create cellars means that the only gound 
dismrbances will result from the excavations for foundations and services. 

In order to establish the degree of archaeological preservation on this plot of land, the fact 
that it was originally three separate properties was taken into account. There is no 
information regarding the existence or locations of cellars in the former properties. 
Therefore, in the first instance, it was proposed that a small trench be excavated at the back 
and the front in each of the areas of the former plots, in order to gain some indication of the 
extent and depth to which archaeological deposits still survived. 

5. Trial Trench Results (Fig.2) 

5.7 Method 
Due to the presence of an electrical cable it was not ultimately possible to excavate trenches 
on the site of the most easteriy building plot (4 High Street). Trenches 8-11 were grouped 
together in the area ofthe demolished properties (6-8 High Street). Due to problems of 
access on the main street location, and the small size of the trenches, all trenches were 
excavated manually. Trench 9 was the most interesting archaeologicaly, producing a great 
deal of datable medieval pottery. All the trenches were recorded and photographed except 
for Trench 10 which had an unyielding layer of concrete below the topsoil, and excavation 
proceeded no further. 



Flg.i. Location plan 
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Flg.2. Trench location plan 



5.2 Results 
Trench 8 SE48624333 (Flg.2) 
This trench was 1.5m square, and was excavated to a depth of 0.45m. No archaeological 
deposits of significance were revealed, though the reduction of the effective trench size by 
modem intmsive deposits prevented fiiU investigation of the lowest deposit (804). The 
descriptions of the contexts in stratigraphic sequence are as follows: 

800: topsoil, 0.15m deep, above:-
801: modem tiled floor, 0.02m deep, above:-
802: concrete floor foundation, 0.08m deep, above:-
803: layer of modem mbble, 0.10m deep, above:-
804: layer of mid brown sandy silt soil, 0.10m deep. 

Trench 9 SE48624332 (Figs 2,3.1,3.2) 
This trench was initially 1.90m long and 0.50m wide, 0.65m deep and oriented north-west to 
south-east. The south-east half was extended to a width of 1.5m on encountering 
archaeological deposits in that area and was excavated to a depth of 0.85m. Feature F910 
was a fairiy steep sided pit at the southem half of the trench which had been destroyed by 
modem cellarage (F902) at the northem part of the trench. The fills of F910 contained good 
datable finds; 908 and 909 contained substantial parts of a green glazed pitcher (13th/14th 
cenmry). Gritty ware pottery of various types dominates the pottery assemblage from the 
fills of F910 suggesting a date range within the 13th and Mth centuries. Fragments of animal 
bone, including fish bone, also came from fills 907, 908 and 914. Some of these were 
recovered by flotation but not in signiflcant quantities. A full report is included in the 
excavation archive. Another feamre, F912, had cut the top fill (907) of feamre F910. This 
was a rectangular shaped cut at the eastem edge of the trench, thought to be post-medieval in 
date. It contained fill 913, yielding a variety of post-medieval finds, including pottery, clay 
pipe fragments and glass fragments along with miscellaneous iron objects (e.g. scissors), 
copper alloy pins and, perhaps most significantiy a set of lead weights. Medieval pottery 
(mainly gritty ware) was also evident in layer 906, along with a number of clay pipe stems. 
The medieval pottery is likely to be residual as this layer post-dates F912 which is 
post-medieval in date. The descriptions of the contexts in stratigraphic sequence is as 
follows: 

900: topsoil, 0.15m deep 
901: a layer of modem building mbble below the topsoil, 0.20m deep, above:-
904: stone fill of F902,0.10m deep, above:-
903: dark brown silty clay fill of F902, above;-
905: a loose mbble cellar backfill of F902 
F902: cut feamre containing 903,904 and 905 cutting 906:-
906: a dark brown silty clay loam, 0.09m deep, above 907:-
907: a grey-brown sandy silt loam, 0.07m deep. This was the top fill of F910 and was 

below (cut by) F912 and above 911. 
913: a grey broAvn coarse sandy fill of F912,0.40m deep. 
F912: a rectangular shaped cut, 0.40m deep, containing fill 913 and cutting 907:-
911: a Limestone fragments fill of F910 (not illustrated), above 908:-
908: a light brown sandy silt loam fill of F910, above:-
909: a similar fill to 908, of F910, 0.10m deep, but sandier, above:-
914: a light brown silty clay fill of F910, 0.1 Im deep, above F910:-



Fig.3.1 Plan of Trench 9 
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F910: a probable medieval feamre with fairiy vertical sides and a flat bottom, 0.55m deep, 
containing fills 914, 909, 908, 911 and 907. Destroyed in part by F902. 

Trench 10 SE48614333 (Fig.2) 
This trench was 1.5m square. No archaeological deposits were enccHmtered as a layer of 
concrete directiy below the topsoil was too hard to penetrate. Consequentiy, the trench was 
abandoned without significant archaeology to record. 

Trench 11 SE48614332 (Fig.2) 
This trench was 1.5m square and was excavated to a depth of 0.40m. A small area of 
concrete (1101) was removed to reveal layer 1103. This contained a curved line of stones -
possibly relating to a wall. No finds were recovered and the context descriptions in 
stratigraphic sequence are as follows: 

1102: topsoil, 0.10m deep, above :-
1101: concrete, 0.20m deep, above:-
1103: small area exposed beneath the concrete 1101, revealing a possible stone wall. 

6. Finds Reports 
6.1 Medieval Pottery by Dr C. G. Cumberpatch 

Introduction 
The pottery from the trial trench evaluations in Tadcaster was examined by the author on the 
29th April and 4th May 1993. The fabric types have been fiilly described in a number of 
recent reports, including Kirkstall Abbey (Moorhouse and Slowikowski 1987) and Pontefract 
(Slowikowski unpublished; Cumberpatch unpublished). A fiill catalogue on the pottery is 
provided in the excavation archive. 

Trench 9 
The assemblage from Trench 9 consists often unstratified sherds, 80 sherds from seven 
contexts and substantial parts of a green glazed pitcher (Fig.4) from contexts 908 and 909 
(52 sherds in all). The group is dominated by Gritty wares of various types, suggesting a date 
range within the 13th and Mth cenmries, which is not contradicted by the presence of finer 
sandy texmred wares, all of which including the pitcher) can be accommodated within a 
similar time scale. The pitcher is fully described in the catalogue. A certain amount of later 
intmsion into the medieval layers is indicated by the clay pipe stems from context 906, and 
context 913 would seem to be post-medieval in date. With these exceptions however it 
seems that Trench 9 cuts a number of relatively well preserved medieval layers. 

Summary 
The medieval pottery from Tadcaster indicates the existence of well-preserved medieval 
layers beneath the modem town. Trench 9 is particularly notable in this respect with a 
relatively low degree of intmsive material. 

The examination of the pottery from Tadcaster has raised a number of questions regarding 
the earlier medieval pottery industries and the dates which can be ascribed to certain types of 
pottery (such as the Pimply wares). 
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Flg.4 Green glazed pitcher 



6.2 The Lead Finds by Magda Staddon (Fig.5) 

All the lead finds came out of one context, 913, which was the fill of a rectangular shaped 
cut F912. The fill contained a variety of post-medieval finds including clay pipe stem 
fragments, miscellaneous iron objects and glass fiagments. The ten lead objects would 
appear to be part of a clipped and plugged set of weights conforming to measurements in 
pounds and ounces. A fidl catalogue on these lead artefacts is provided below. 

Drawing No. Context No. Description 

1 913 Solid oval weight, circular in cross section (45mm 
by 48mm). Its height is 61mm and its weight 2 pounds. 
It still has remains of iron within its central hole used 
for suspension. 

2 913 'Bell' shaped weight with a central hole for 
suspension. Its height is 45mm and is circular in cross 
section, except at the top where it gentiy tapers in. It 
measures 34nim by 34mm across its circular base. 
Weight: 11 ounces. 

3 913 Flat and square, narrowing slightiy to one end. The 
lead has been folded over. There is a rectangular slot 
through the centre (11mm by 3mm). It is 8-lOmm 
thick and measures 41mm by 44mm at the wider end 
and 41mm by 38mm where it narrows. Weight: 4.5 
ounces. 

4 913 Flat and rectangular with a rectangular slot through 
the centre (11mm by 4mm). It measures 50.5mm by 
27mm and is 3.5mm thick. Weight: 1.5 ounces. 

5 913 Flat and rectangular. There are two holes through the 
lead, one square (10mm by 9mm) and one round 
(5mm by 6mm). It measures 55.5mm by 32mm and 
is 5mm thick. Weight: 2.5 ounces. 

6 913 Rectangular and flat but with slightiy rounded ends. 
It has a rectangular slot through the centre (19mm by 
4mm). It measures 57mm by 35mm and is 5mm 
thick. Weight: 2.5 ounces. 

7 913 Circular and flat with a rectangular slot through the 
centre (16mm by 5mm). It measures 53mm by 50mm 
and is 4mm thick. Weight: 2 ounces. 

8 913 Rectangular and flat. The lead has been folded. It 
has a circular hole through the centre (4mm by 3mm). 
It measures 33mm by 37mm and is 10mm thick. It 
has been cmdely made. Weight: 3 ounces. 
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9 913 Irregular in shape and roughly cut There is a 
rectangular slot through it (12mm by 4mm). It 
measures roughly 46mm by 46mm and is 15mm 
thick. Weight: 7.5 ounces. 

10 913 Originally the base of a vessel, folded over roughly 
and possibly used as a cmde weight Weight 1.4 
ounces. 

6.3 Animal bone by David Berg 

A small assemblage of 81 fragments of animal bone was recovered from Trench 9. The bone 
is stable and solid but shows a degree of surface cracking. Few of the bone edges are sharp 
and exhibit a degree of erosion that suggests the bone originated from weathered surface 
accumulations prior to burial. This is also indicated by the number of old breaks made prior 
to deposition. 

Sixty-one fragments were recovered from the medieval fills of pit F910, the remaining 
fragments derived from post-medieval fills. Forty-nine fragments (60.5%) were identified to 
species or element, the remainder could not be identified to either and consisted mainly of 
very tiny fragments mostiy recovered from wet sieving and flotation. 

Hand trowelling recovered 34 fragments which included the bones of cattie (Bos f. 
domestic), sheep/goat (Ovis/Capra f domestic), horse (Equus caballus), domestic fowl 
(Gallus gallus) and fish. No bones were sufficientiy complete to allow measurements to be 
taken. The distal diaphysis of a cattie metacarpal from fill 908 was unfiised, indicating the 
animal died younger than 27-36 months, and tiie anterior aspect of the shaft was bumt A 
cattie proximal tibia from fill 911 was also unfused and therefore belonged to an animal of 
less than 42-48 months. 

Fill 914 prcxiuced fragments of horse radius and mandible from an animal older than 42 
months. Fill 907 contained horse teeth and vertebrae. The occlusal wear on the teeth suggests 
an age between 3-7 years. This fill also contained the only evidence of butchery; a single 
knife mark on the medial surface of a sheep rib. 

The wet sieving and flotation of soil samples through 1mm sieves produced animal bones 
from four contexts; 906, 907, 908 and 914. Species identified were ?cat (Felis f. domestic), 
frog (Rcma temporaria), eel (Anguilla anguilld) and fish. No large mammal fragments were 
recovered. Fill 907 produced a carnivore premolar tooth and fragment of first phalanx. Both 
were bumt and belonged to a very young animal, probably a kitten. This fill also produced at 
least nineteen fragments of frog. The lower fill, 914, contained the partial lower jaw of an eel. 

The bones recovered from Trench 9 comprise domestic food waste; cattie, sheep/goat, 
domestic fowl and fish, and domestic non-food animals, horse and cat, in addition to wild 
species, i.e. frog. The low number of bones recovered do not allow any conclusions on the 
economic importance of these species. The gcxxl survival of bone and its condition suggests 
that pit 910 was not used as a primary dump for large amounts of bone waste. 



7. Discussion 
The evaluation of this area was not as comprehensive as had been intended. Only four of the 
intended six trenches were finally attempted. Ortiy in two trenches was it possible to 
establish anything meaiungflil about the archaeology. Of these. Trench 9 alone produced a 
fiiU stratigraphic sequence. 

Nevertheless, the evidence from Trench 9 alone has shown that quite substantial medieval 
and post-medieval deposits still remain in situ close to the High Street frontage. The notion 
that cellars may have removed all the archaeology on the frontage is certainly not the case, 
though it was apparent that cellarage has caused considerable dismrbance. Due to fears of 
undercutting the cellar backfill, it was not established whether or not earlier archaeological 
deposits were to be found at greater depth, though there was no positive evidence to suggest 
this in the bottom of pit F910. Nevertheless, the quality of the medieval and post- medieval 
deposits alone (those that would suffer greatest dismrbance by any constmction works) 
warrants that the site should receive fiirther archaeological attention. Apart from the pottery 
and metal artefacts, the deposits have good potential for environmental analysis, with 
quantities of large mammal and some bird and fish bones recovered from samples of the 
mbbish pit fills. Because it was not possible to penetrate deeply other parts ofthe site it is 
not known just how typical this level of preservation is. However, it would seem most likely 
that islands of archaeology exist in between the cellars, foundations and service trenches of 
the former buildings. 

It would be appropriate for any fiirther development on this site to take into account the 
likelihcxxl of discrete areas of archaeological survival. It is anticipated that any fiimre ground 
works will involve an archaeological component. This might require new ground 
dismrbances to be archaeologically monitored, with any archaeological deposits encountered 
being sample excavated by hand. 
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